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a welcoming toolkit 2 - welcomingresources - building an inclusive church: a welcoming toolkit written and
compiled in 2009 by rev. rebecca voelkel, rev. vicki wunsch, and david lohman. revised and expanded in 2013 by
rev. rebecca voelkel, david lohman, and tim feiertag. from the 2009 edition: this toolkit would not have been
possible without the years of work, experience and support of the leaders of the welcoming church from 12 to
3ide:from 12 to 3 - touch u.s.a. - joel comiskey from 12 to 3 how to apply g-12 principles in your church touch
publications houston, texas, u.s.a. our vision is to gather a community of people who god. - one of the questions
that frequently arises is why plant a church in a community that has many good churches already? there are
several reasons. first, planting new churches is a matter of obedience to the great celebrate
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